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The US State Department and media are heavily promoting as theology that COVID-19 is “a Chinese
virus and China spread it around the world”, demanding apologies and more. One American law firm in
Florida filed a class action lawsuit against the Chinese government, seeking compensation for
‘damages’. (1) I have reviewed and analysed the details available of all first and subsequent confirmed
infections in all countries, including infection source, virus strain, and timeline, which data provide
ample evidence that this American theology is not supported by the facts. There appears to have been
two major ‘waves’ of global infection, the first around the end of January, the second a month later. (2)
(3) (4)

It is true that – in the very early stages, the first wave – 22 countries had their first confirmed infections
in travelers from China but, soon after this, in the second wave, 34 countries obtained their first
confirmed infection in travelers from Italy, and another 16 from Iran. However, so-called “first infection”
in these countries, from Chinese citizens or other travelers, proved in all but perhaps two cases to be
irrelevant because these first external infections proved to have no links to the subsequent local
outbreaks, and because the virus strain in many of those explosive local eruptions did not exist in
China but only in the US.

What this means is that while Italy discovered its first two infections in Chinese tourists, these two were
unrelated to the subsequent virus outbreak because the strain infecting Italy is different from that in
China and in those two Chinese tourists. Italy, like almost all other countries, did not obtain its infection
from China and indeed could not have done. The only country with Italy’s variety of the virus is the US,
and thus the infection must have originated in America, not in China. Similarly, the locations near
China – South Korea, Japan, Vietnam, even Taiwan Province, share an entirely different common
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strain. China had only a tiny pocket of that strain, and very far from Wuhan. These were not infected by
China, either. I have dealt with this in an earlier article. (5)

Much was made in the American media of the “first American virus infection” being a Chinese traveler
from Wuhan, but that was also irrelevant because the massive underlying epidemic waiting to break
free (as it soon did) was unrelated to that Chinese citizen, the thousands of infections in Washington,
California and New York clearly stemming from unidentified (and unsought) local sources.

Given the high volume of Chinese passenger traffic around the world, it isn’t surprising that some
infections would have been discovered in Chinese nationals in other countries and, since the first
outbreak occurred in China, it was natural to test travelers from China. Because of that focus, few
countries thought to check travelers from the United States. Australia did check, the country’s Prime
Minister recently stating that 80% or more of all infections in his country occurred in the US, then
traveled home. (6) Similarly, Iceland confirmed that some of their coronavirus infections have been
traced to Denver. (7) (8) I have a strong suspicion that if all countries review the travel history of their
early infections, they will discover more US traffic in the mix, perhaps predominantly so.

If you can get people focused on asking the wrong question, you don’t care about the answers. The
wrong question is whether the original virus came from a bat or a pangolin or a banana, but that’s
irrelevant. It wasn’t a bat or a banana that infected the people in Wuhan, but a live person – or a
person carrying a live virus in a pail. The right questions to ask relate to the identity of that person and
the source of the contents of that pail, and those answers seem to lead us to the USA. Certainly, they
are not to be found in China.

Let’s take a quick look at those two waves of infections that circled the globe.

The First Wave simultaneously infected 25 nations or territories within a few days centered around
January 25. The infected areas: Macau, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Vietnam, South Korea, Sri
Lanka, the Philippines, Cambodia, Nepal, Malaysia, Australia, Thailand, Canada, the US, Germany,
Italy, the UK, France, Spain, Belgium, Russia, Finland, and the UAE.

One month later. The Second Wave simultaneously infected 85 nations within a few days centered
around February 25. The infected countries: Austria, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Portugal,
Luxembourg, Monaco, San Marino, the Vatican, Liechtenstein, Malta, New Zealand, Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Indonesia, Bangladesh, the Maldives, Bhutan, Andorra, Bulgaria, Belarus, Lithuania,
Poland, Hungary, the Ukraine, the Czech Republic, Slovenia, Latvia, Croatia, Estonia, North
Macedonia, Georgia, Romania, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Slovakia, Serbia, Moldova, Albania, Egypt,
Iraq, Oman, Bahrain, Kuwait, Lebanon, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Palestine, Iceland, Ecuador,
Armenia, Norway, Denmark, Costa Rica, Peru, Colombia, Mexico, the Dominican Republic, Paraguay,
Chile, Brazil, Argentina, Nigeria, Togo, Cameroon, Senegal, Algeria, South Africa, Morocco, and
Tunisia. Kosovo, Namibia, Uruguay, the Sudan, Ethiopia, Lesotho, Bolivia, Panama, the Democratic
Republic of Congo, Mongolia, Burkina Faso, Brunei and Cyprus were simultaneous around one week
later.
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I make no claim to being a virologist, but this is beginning to look damned peculiar. A natural virus
hasn’t the ability to simultaneously infect 85 different countries on all continents of the world, with
outbreaks in multiple locations in each country – and to do it without the vehicle of a seafood market
full of bats and bananas.

More peculiar is that these countries were by no means all infected with the same variety of the virus,
which means the simultaneous infections in these 85 countries were not from the same source. Even
more peculiar is that most countries, at least the major ones, reported simultaneous outbreaks in
multiple locations, and to date while some nations have been able to identify one or more of their
‘patients zero’, I am aware of no country that was able to definitively identify all their several ‘patients
zero’. Considering the above information in light of the known basic facts of virus transmission, intuition
suggests at least the possibility of there having been many people carrying a pail of live viruses.

It is interesting to note that high fatality rates are entirely within Italy, Iran, and China. For approximate
figures, China’s fatality rate is between 3% and 4%, that of Iran at about 7% and Italy the highest at
around 9%. Even more interesting is that if these countries did pass their strain of the virus to other
nations, those strains abandoned their lethality when they left home. Of the 34 countries supposedly
infected by Italy, for example, all exhibit very low mortality, the same being true of Chinese or Iranian
infections. The natural conclusion is that these viruses prefer their ‘home populations’ and pose at best
a minor threat to others.

*
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